On-Campus Changes Affecting the Student Body
Sponsors: Deric McCurry, Class Representative

Background
Austin College made the decision prior to this semester to no longer provide cable television in individual rooms in the residence halls; this information was not provided to the student body until this past summer via email so the student body was not consulted or informed of this occurring or the potential of this occurring until after the College had already reached a decision,

Noting
that Austin College has to make legal and administrative decisions that are both for immediate and prospective benefit of its student body, faculty, staff, administrators, and alumni,

Convinced
that Austin College must sometimes take immediate action and make difficult decisions for a host of reasons (ex: financial),

Aware
that many students are sometimes discontent with these decisions, especially those that have a pertinent, immediate, or direct effect on their standard of living or quality of life at Austin College,

Knowing
that Student Assembly is intended to represent and serve the best interest of the student body while bringing positive change to campus,

Be it resolved
that the Student Assembly, on behalf of the student body as a whole, urge that the College bring all issues or potential on-campus changes that pertinently, immediately, or directly affect the student body to Student Assembly for a vote to reflect the opinion of student body through those elected and appointed to do so.